In dealing with asymptotic approximation of possibly divergent nets of probability distributions, we are led to study uniform structures on the set of distributions. This paper identifies a class of such uniform structures that may be considered to be reasonable generalizations of the weak topology. It is shown that all structures in the class yield the same notion of asymptotic approximation for sequences (but not for general nets) of probability distributions.
Introduction
Traditionally limit theorems in probability theory are formulated in terms of the weak topology on probability distributions, also known as the topology of convergence in distribution. When a sequence of probability distributions converges in the weak topology, its limit serves as a weak approximation of the distributions in the sequence.
In more general limit theorems, a sequence of probability distributions, not necessarily convergent, is asymptotically approximated by another sequence. That leads to a natural question: Are there essentially different "reasonable" notions of asymptotic approximation that all reduce to the weak approximation in the special case of convergent sequences?
To deal with approximation for possibly divergent sequences we need more than a mere topology. Asymptotic approximation is conveniently formulated in terms of uniform structures (uniformities) on the space of probability distributions. The question above then becomes: What "reasonable" uniform structures on the space of probability distributions are compatible with the weak topology?
Uniform structures on probability distributions on a metric space were investigated by Dudley [6] [8, 11.7] and D'Aristotile, Diaconis and Freedman [3] . Davydov and Rotar [4] showed that the previously neglected uniformity defined by bounded uniformly continuous functions is a reasonable uniformity in the above mentioned sense.
Uniform structures on probability distributions are also implicit in the rich literature on probability metrics, surveyed by Dudley [7] , Gibbs and Su [10] , Rachev [16] and Zolotarev [19] ; however, so far the focus in that area has been on quantitative results for convergent sequences, not on general uniform structures or even the uniform structures defined by probability metrics.
In this paper I offer further evidence that the uniformity proposed by Davydov and Rotar is an appropriate analog of the weak topology, at least when we deal with sequences (rather than general nets) of probability distributions. To formalize the notion of "reasonable" uniform structures, I formulate two natural properties that they should satisfy. Although there is usually more than one uniformity satisfying those properties, and therefore more than one notion of a "weak" asymptotic approximation for nets of probability distributions, they all agree on sequences.
Version 1 of the paper was dated July 20, 2010. Version 2 incorporates a suggestion from Ramon van Handel, which considerably simplifies and improves the results in section 3.
Preliminaries
Uniform structures (uniformities) and uniform spaces may be defined in several equivalent ways. For the purposes of this paper, the most suitable definition is the one based on pseudometrics [11, Ch.15] , although definitions in terms of entourages [1] or uniform covers [12] would do as well. Let U be a uniform structure on a set A. A net {a γ } γ in A is an asymptotic U-approximation of a net {b γ } γ in A iff lim γ ∆(a γ , b γ ) = 0 for every U-uniformly continuous pseudometric ∆. Here a net is a family indexed by a directed partially ordered set. A sequence is a family indexed by the totally ordered set {0, 1, 2, . . . }.
The set of real numbers is denoted R. When S a metric space, C b (S) is the space of bounded real-valued continuous functions on S, and U b (S) is the space of bounded real-valued uniformly continuous functions on S. The sup norm of a function f ∈ C b (S) is f S := sup x∈S |f (x)|.
The Borel σ-algebra Bo(S) is the smallest σ-algebra of subsets of S containing all open sets in S. In this paper, a measure on S means a bounded signed measure on Bo(S). A measure µ on S is tight if |µ|(A) = sup{|µ|(C) | C is compact and C ⊆ A} for every A ∈ Bo(S). Tight measures are also known as Radon or regular measures. The space of tight measures on S is denoted M t (S), and
is the space of tight probability measures on S. The point mass at x ∈ S is denoted ∂ S (x); that defines a mapping ∂ S : S → P t (S). The vector space duality M t (S), C b (S) is defined by integration:
Since every µ ∈ M t (S) is uniquely determined by the values µ, f , f ∈ U b (S), integration defines also a vector space duality M t (S), U b (S) . When X is a real-valued random variable, E(X) denotes the expected value of X. If f ∈ C b (S) and X is an S-valued random variable with distribution µ ∈ P t (S) then µ, f = E(f (X)). When S and S ′ are metric spaces and ϕ : S → S ′ is a continuous mapping, the linear mapping
By the following well-known lemma, · * is a norm on the space M t (S). This norm is equivalent to the norm · * BL studied by Dudley [5] [6].
Lemma 1 Let S be a metric space with metric d. The space
In addition to the · * topology, consider also two weak topologies on M t (S):
• The C b (S)-weak topology from the duality M t (S), C b (S) . That is, the topology of simple convergence on the elements of C b (S).
• The U b (S)-weak topology from the duality M t (S), U b (S) . That is, the topology of simple convergence on the elements of U b (S).
The restriction of the C b (S)-weak topology to P t (S) is called simply the weak topology (or the topology of convergence in distribution) in probability theory.
Lemma 2 Let S be a metric space. The C b (S)-weak topology, the U b (S)-weak topology and the · * topology coincide on P t (S).
Proof. LeCam [13, Lem.5] proves that the two weak topologies coincide on P t (S). The equivalence with the · * topology is proved by LeCam [14] , and by Dudley [5, Th.18] .
The proof of Corollary 11 in section 3 relies on the following theorem, which generalizes the Schur property [9, 5.19] of convergent sequences in ℓ 1 .
Theorem 3 Let S be a metric space. The U b (S)-weak topology and the · * topology on M t (S) have the same compact sets, and therefore the same convergent sequences.
Theorem 3 appeared in [15] . A simpler proof was found by Cooper and Schachermayer [2] . BL , which is equivalent to · * .) When E is a locally convex vector space, the topology of E is defined by the family of continuous seminorms [17, II.4] . The additive uniformity on any subset of E is the uniformity induced by the pseudometrics of the form (x, y) → s(x − y), x, y ∈ E, where s is a continuous seminorm on E. Each of the three topologies on M t (S) defined above makes M t (S) into a locally convex space. The corresponding additive uniformities on subsets of M t (S) (in particular, on P t (S)) will be referred to as the · * uniformity, the C b (S)-weak uniformity and the U b (S)-weak uniformity.
Lemma 5 Let S be a metric space. On P t (S), the · * uniformity is finer than the U b (S)-weak uniformity.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 1.
Uniform structures on P t (S)
In this section I describe a class of uniform structures on P t (S) that appear to be reasonable candidates for extending to divergent nets the notion of weak approximation on convergent nets. Of course, it is highly subjective and context-dependent what uniformities should be considered "reasonable" for this purpose. I replace that subjective notion by the two properties in Definition 7.
Lemma 6 Let I n := [−n, n] ⊆ R with the standard metric. There is a unique uniformity on P t (I n ) compatible with the C b (I n )-weak topology. This unique uniformity coincides with the · * uniformity, the C b (I n )-weak uniformity and the U b (I n )-weak uniformity on P t (I n ).
Proof. Since I n is compact, so is P t (I n ) with the C b (I n )-weak topology. It follows that there is only one uniformity on P t (I n ) compatible with the C b (I n )-weak topology [12, II.24] , and by Lemma 2 it coincides with the three uniformities listed.
Property (A1) in the next definition and the resulting simplification of the proofs that follow were suggested by R. van Handel.
Definition 7 Let S be a metric space with metric d. Consider the following properties of a uniform structure U on P t (S).
(A1) If X j and Y j , j = 0, 1, . . . , are S-valued random variables with distributions µ j ∈ P t (S) and ν j ∈ P t (S) respectively and if lim j d(X j , Y j ) = 0 almost surely then the sequence {µ j } j is an asymptotic U-approximation for the sequence {ν j } j .
(A2) For every interval I n := [−n, n] ⊆ R, n = 1, 2, . . . , if a mapping ϕ : S → I n is uniformly continuous then so is the mapping M t (ϕ) from P t (S) with U to P t (I n ) with the unique uniformity in Lemma 6.
Property (A1) states that asymptotic approximation (understood almost surely) for sequences of S-valued random variables implies asymptotic approximation for the corresponding distributions.
(A2) is a functorial property of the assignment X → (P t (S), U) for uniformly continuous mappings ϕ : S → I n , assuming that on convergent nets in P t (I n ) the asymptotic approximation agrees with the weak approximation.
As a special case of (A1), if {x j } j and {y j } j are two sequences of points in S such that lim j d(x j , y j ) = 0 then {∂(x j )} j is an asymptotic U-approximation for {∂(y j )} j . Consider the points x j := j and y j = j + 1/j, j = 1, 2, . . . , in R. There is a function f ∈ C b (R) such that f (x j ) − f (y j ) = 1 for all j; it follows that the C b (R)-weak uniformity on P t (R) does not satisfy (A1).
The other two uniformities from section 2 have properties (A1) and (A2):
Theorem 8 For every metric space S the U b (S)-weak uniformity and the · * uniformity on P t (S) have properties (A1) and (A2).
Proof. Let µ j , ν j ∈ P t (X), j = 0, 1, . . . , be the distributions of S-valued random variables
and if lim j d(X j , Y j ) = 0 almost surely then lim j µ j − ν j * = 0. Hence the · * uniformity has property (A1), and so does the U b (X)-weak uniformity by Lemma 5. (A2) follows from the definition of M t (ϕ) and Lemma 6.
Next I prove that every uniformity U satisfying (A1) and (A2) is between the two uniformities in Theorem 8.
Theorem 9 Let X be a metric space with metric d, and U a uniform structure on P t (X).
1. If U has property (A1) then it is coarser than the · * uniformity on P t (X).
2. If U has property (A2) then it is finer than the U b (X)-weak uniformity on P t (X).
Proof. To prove part 1, assume that U is not coarser than the · * uniformity on P t (X). That means that there are a U-uniformly continuous pseudometric ∆, ε > 0 and µ j , ν j ∈ P t (X) for j = 0, 1, . . . such that lim j µ j − ν j * = 0 and ∆(µ j , ν j ) ≥ ε for all j. By Theorem 4 there are S-valued random variables X j , Y j whose distributions are µ j , ν j respectively and such that lim j d(X j , Y j ) = 0 almost surely. Thus U does not have property (A1).
2. Assume that U has property (A2) and take any f ∈ U b (X). Choose n ∈ {1, 2, . . . } for which f X ≤ n, so that f maps X into I n := [−n, n].
Let g ∈ U b (I n ) be the function g : x → x. By (A2) and Lemma 6 the mapping M t (f ) is uniformly continuous from P t (X) with U to P t (I n ) with the U b (I n )-weak uniformity. Thus the mapping
from P t (X) with U to R is uniformly continuous. That proves that U is finer than the U b (X)-weak uniformity.
Corollary 10 Let X be a metric space with metric d, and U a uniform structure on P t (X). If U has properties (A1) and (A2) then it is compatible with the C b (X)-weak topology on P t (X).
Proof. Apply Theorem 9 and Lemma 6.
Corollary 11 Let S be a metric space and U a uniform structure on P t (S). If U has properties (A1) and (A2) then the following statements are equivalent for any two sequences {µ j } j and {ν j } j in P t (S).
(ii) The sequence {µ j } j is an asymptotic U-approximation of the sequence {ν j } j .
(iii) lim j µ j − ν j * = 0.
(iv) There exist S-valued random variables X j , Y j , j = 0, 1, . . . , whose distributions are µ j and ν j and such that lim j d(X j , Y j ) = 0 almost surely.
Proof. The implication (i)⇒(iii) follows from Theorem 3, (iii)⇒(ii)⇒(i) from Theorem 9, and (iii)⇔(iv) from Theorem 4.
The equivalence of (i) and (iii) in the corollary was derived by Davydov and Rotar [4] from their variant of Theorem 3. By [8, 11.7 .1], condition (iii) is also equivalent to each of the following:
• lim j ρ(µ j , ν j ) = 0, where ρ is the Lévy-Prokhorov metric.
• There exist S-valued random variables X j , Y j , j = 0, 1, . . . , whose distributions are µ j and ν j and such that lim j d(X j , Y j ) = 0 in probability.
Concluding remarks
By Corollary 11, all uniformities on P t (S) that satisfy (A1) and (A2) yield the same notion of asymptotic approximation for sequences of tight probability measures, namely the approximation defined by the U b (S)-weak and · * uniformities. When we look beyond sequences and deal with general nets of probability distributions, there are multiple notions of asymptotic approximation, even for the uniformities with properties (A1) and (A2). For example, the · * uniformity on P t (R) is strictly finer than the U b (R)-weak uniformity, and thus there are two nets {µ γ } γ and {ν γ } γ in P t (R) such that {ν γ } γ is an asymptotic U b (R)-weak approximation of {µ γ } γ but not an asymptotic · * approximation.
